
One System. One Solution.
Full integration across your entire business

Opera 3 upgrade guide
More features to improve your business



We’ve added and enhanced many features in Opera 3 to improve
the way you work. By investing in our flagship solution Opera 3,
you are protecting the future of your business. Opera 3 blends
new and current technology, with some applications written in the
Microsoft .NET framework. Take advantage of the new features
only available in Opera 3.

Improved reporting is a key benefit, so you can make smarter
business decisions. There are more reports you can output directly to
Excel, you can run multiple reports at the same time and reports can
stay open while you navigate to other areas of the system.

It’s easy to upgrade with the help and support you’ll receive from
your Pegasus Partner. The implementation process is straightforward
and minimal training is required. 

A guide for Pegasus customers
Improving the way you work is our line of work

Take a look at the new features at www.pegasus.co.uk/demos

Report Preview forms displaying two reports at the same time.
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For more information, contact your  Pegasus Partner or contact
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“I believe Opera 3 is the ideal solution for a growing
company like Rigby and Peller, who need more
flexibility and reporting features. This has allowed
smarter decision making which will no doubt help
our long term strategies.”

Amna Ijaz, Financial Controller  Rigby & Peller  



This feature puts the information from an Opera 3 report
directly into the cells on the Excel spreadsheet and sets the
height of the rows and width of the columns to achieve the
desired layout. All numeric information can be used in
calculations and you can modify the report as required.  
This saves time as no re-keying is necessary and provides
accurate data that can be further manipulated, in the familiar
Excel environment. 

These reports and more can be exported to Excel for further data
manipulation and analysis.

• Sales Ledger:
Credit Control
Currency Revaluation
Debtors Report
Disputed Invoices
Invoice & Credit Note Listing
Receipts & Adjustments Listing
Realised Gains/Losses
Revenue Forecast
Turnover Report

• Purchase Ledger Reports:
Creditors Report
Invoice & Credit Note Listing
PIR Invoices & Credit Note
Payments & Adjustment Listing

• Nominal Ledger Reports:
Trial Balance
Audit Trail
Summary
Income
Expenses
Assets
Liabilities
Capital/Reserves
Budgets List
Analysis

Payroll Reports:
• Payroll This Period Summary
• Payroll To Date Summary
Further Reports:
• System Summary VAT Audit Report
• Cashbook Report
• Costing Transaction Report
• Purchase Order Processing Orders Listing
• Credit Management Promised Payment
• Credit Management Diary Action
• Sales Order Processing Order Listing
• Stock Movements Report
• Stock Valuation Report
• Historical Stock Valuation

These applications include the facility to import records 
from spreadsheets.

Fixed Assets - you can import assets from a spreadsheet.

CRM - you can import customers, contacts and prospects 
from a spreadsheet.

Report Output to Excel
For data manipulation and analysis



Improved Reporting
Report Previews 
You can view multiple reports at the same time. Each report is
displayed in a separate Report Preview form. For example, you can
view the Depreciation report in Fixed Assets at the same time as
viewing the Receipts and Adjustments report in the Sales Ledger. 

When you choose to view a report on your screen rather than print it,
the report is displayed in the Report Preview form. The form displays
the report on your screen so that, if required, you can check it before
printing. You can also search for text in the report, use the zoom to
make the details easier to read and quickly move from page to page.
For most reports that are opened from the various Reports menus
you can leave the Report Preview form open whilst you work in 
other areas. 

Retrospective Debtors Report 
The Retrospective Debtors report allows you to re-run your Debtors
report at a specific date in the past. All relevant transactions on or
before that date are included to produce a view of the data as it
would have been if the report had been run on that specific date.
This retrospective report will be able to recreate the data, provided
the date specified on the report is not outside the Keep Transactions
range set in the Sales Ledger Set Options form. Retrospective Debtors
reports can be extremely useful, particularly at period-end or year-
end for auditing purposes.

Retrospective Creditors Report
The Retrospective Creditors report  allows you to re-run your
Creditors report at a specific date in the past. All relevant transactions
on or before that date are included to produce a view of the data as it
would have been if the report had been run on that specific date.
This retrospective report will be able to recreate the data, provided
the date specified on the report is not outside the Keep Transactions
range set in the Purchase Ledger Set Options form.

Chart Views
Opera 3 includes powerful and versatile chart views so you can view
your company data in an easy to understand graphical format. Charts
can be copied to the Windows Clipboard, saved as a graphical file on
your computer, or printed. You can choose colour themes when you
view a chart and view as many charts as you need at the same time.
So, if you want to compare different codes of information, like
supplier accounts, you can open as many chart forms as you need.
For example, if you wanted to compare the turnover of customer
account ADA0001 and customer account YOU0001, you can do this
by positioning a chart for the first account next to a chart for the
second account.

You can also view the same information in different types of charts at
the same time. For example you can view a customer's turnover in
both a vertical bar chart and a horizontal bar chart. Other charts, like
the Pie Chart and Doughnut Chart, only display one category of
information. 
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Report View

"The main reason for the move from Opera II to
Opera 3 was the improved reporting functionality,
especially reporting into Excel which makes viewing
of data far easier for non-Opera 3 users."

Jerry Anderson, Director, Agripower Contractors



Rectify Allocation in the Sales Ledger
Customers can correct mistakes that may have been made when
allocating receipts to invoices. Receipts may have been allocated to
the wrong invoices, posted to the wrong account, or need to be
removed because a cheque bounced. Users can use the 'Rectify
Allocation' wizard to easily break the allocation link so that they can
then re-allocate the receipt to the correct Invoice(s); or to also
remove the associated monetary transaction(s) at the same time,
such as sales receipt. This easy-to-use wizard provides a rapid process
for correcting such errors, which previously would have been a
complicated and time-consuming process.

The Rectified Allocations report provides an audit trail of all rectified
allocations. It allows users to reconcile discrepancies in the Sales
Ledger Allocations report that may have been caused by rectifying
an allocation.

Rectify Allocation in the Purchase Ledger
You can also correct mistakes that may have been made when allocating
payments to invoices. Payments may have been allocated to the wrong
invoices, posted to the wrong account, or need to be removed because
a cheque bounced. With the 'Rectify Allocation' wizard you can easily
break the allocation link and re-allocate the payment to the correct
Invoice(s), or to also remove the associated monetary transaction(s) such
as a purchase payment at the same time. 

This easy-to-use wizard provides a rapid process of correcting such
mistakes, which previously would have been a complicated and time
consuming process.

Rectify Nominal Ledger Journals 
The Nominal Ledger Rectify feature is used to amend and repost
journals after they have been posted. There may be occasions when a
mistake has been made in a journal that is only noticed after it has
been posted. For example, you may have posted a line, or the
complete journal to the wrong date, account, project or department.
The Rectify Nominal Ledger feature will allow you to reverse and
repost such mistakes.

When an individual journal line is rectified, two new journal lines are
posted using the same date and period as the original journal line.
The first new journal line reverses the details on the original journal
line using the same account, project or department. The second new
journal line is posted using the new account, project or department.
The original journal line is not changed. It remains on file in it's
original state so that a complete audit trail of journal details is
retained. 

When an entire journal is rectified, a new journal is posted to the
same period using reversed values. If you choose to post the journal
again, the entire journal is posted again to a different period using
the original account, project, department and values. The original
journal is not removed. It also remains on file for a complete audit
trail. 

Re-post with Modified Exchange Rate
This feature allows the Rectify Journals facility to repost Foreign
Currency Journals at a different exchange rate. When rectifying
journals, the Rectify the Complete Journal form includes a new 
'Re-Post with modified Exchange Rate' option. This includes
additional fields; Original Exchange Rate and New Exchange rate, 
for Foreign Currency Journals.  

Re-post using the latest allocation percentages for 
distribution accounts
You can now re-post a Journal using the latest Allocation
Percentages for Distribution Accounts. In Rectify Journals the Rectify
the Complete Journal form now includes a new 'Re-post using the
latest Allocation percentages for Distribution Accounts' option, for
Journals posted to Distribution Accounts.

Error Correction
Simplifying corrections in the ledgers



The Credit Management Centre provides credit controllers and
those involved in debt management with a consolidated view of
your business that’s critical for effective credit control
management. You can view all the necessary information to help
improve cash flow, reduce bad debts and improve the overall
financial position of your business. You can quickly see what is
owed, who owes it and how much money has been promised by
customers with easy to understand real-time graphs displaying
your overall financial status.

Information is displayed at different levels so you have a well rounded
view of your business:

• Overall view for your company

• View of details of individual customers 

• View of the actual transactions

• Diary view so you can view any actions that have 
been recorded

You can do all the necessary tasks for effective credit control
management including: 

• Filter customers/debtors according to your requirements - 
show overdue accounts only, only those over the credit limit, those 
in a selected Credit Management Group, those overdue in a 
chosen period, only overdue invoices above a chosen value and 
so on 

• View all disputed invoices and outstanding actions  

• View your average debtor days and average creditor days, debtor 
analysis and promised payments 

• View customer contact details and account status details 

• Change a customer's credit limit, put them on stop or take them 
off stop, either individually or in bulk 

• Change a customer's credit rating or credit score 

• Mark invoices as disputed or not disputed

• Print debtors letters, customer statements or copy invoices 

• Add diary actions as reminders for credit controllers to contact 
customers and chase debt. Diary actions can also be edited.

• Record any promised payments against the account or individual 
transactions.

Credit Management Reporting
Diary Actions Report - lists the diary actions that have been recorded
and can be exported to Excel. You can select to include actions for
today only, for the last seven days, the last thirty days or for a range of
dates. You can also include completed actions, notes added for
actions and only alarmed actions.

Promised Payments Report - lists the values of payments that have
been promised to you by your customers and can also be exported
to Excel. Promised payments and dates are recorded on diary actions.
You can print the report in account, account (grouped by the user),
account (grouped by the value), user, user (grouped by the customer
account), user (grouped by the value), value, balance and promised
date sequences.

Action Types Report - an analysis of the Diary Actions that have been
posted. Separate totals are displayed for each action, outstanding
actions, overdue actions and completed actions.

Credit Management Groups Report - displays the total outstanding
debt for each group.

Outcome Types Report - lists an analysis of the Outcome Types for
diary actions that have been posted. Separate totals are displayed for
all Outcome Types, outstanding actions, overdue actions and
completed actions grouped by Outcome Type. 

Credit Management Centre
Managing customer debt effectively to help improve cash flow

Company View

“I need to access financial information in a user
friendly manner. Opera 3 is easy to use, particularly
as it has the same look and feel as Microsoft
Windows.  As well as streamlining business
processes, Opera 3 provides me with the real-time,
accurate information I need in order to decide how
best to drive the business forward.  As such, Opera 3
has become the backbone of our company and is
fundamental to how we operate.”

Shirley Harris, Managing Director and Co-founder of LF Harris
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“The Pegasus Web Xchange is the future of how
businesses will integrate their accounting and
business systems with the web and leverage the
benefits of both environments.” 

Stuart Anderson, Sales & Marketing Director, Pegasus Software

The Pegasus Web Xchange is a secure and easy way to 
access your Opera 3 data on the go – anytime, anywhere 
and on a number of devices. It will change the way you work 
and run your business.

Using new browser based technology, the Pegasus Web Xchange
provides a set of services that are used to securely access and view
Opera 3 data via a web browser. 

Users can log in from a range of devices through supported web
browsers such as: Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox
and Safari.  Pegasus Web Xchange helps you:

• Access your Opera 3 data securely
• Connect with your data wherever you are - available on 

devices such as PCs and tablets
• Save time with 24/7 access. No more waiting around
• Improves efficiency
• Empowers employees

Payroll Self Service -
Empower employees and lower HR costs
Payroll Self Service gives your employees access to their personal
data through the Pegasus Web Xchange. Integrating with the Opera 3
Payroll & HR application, Payroll Self Service is the first feature of the
Pegasus Web Xchange offering remote access to employee’s
personal data, holiday entitlement, and their payslips. It’s quick and
easy for employees to use, so the HR department can use their time
more efficiently and be more productive. What’s more, the
employees don’t need to be users of Opera 3 to access their data.

• Information at your fingertips
• Secure access 
• Employees can update their personal data
• Saves valuable HR admin time and costs
• Employees don’t have to be a user of Opera 3 to access their 

personal data

Introducing Pegasus Web Xchange
Connect with your Opera 3 data remotely

Pegasus
Web Xchange Remote DevicesOpera 3

Secure Access



As the Payroll Administrator, keeping up-to-date with employee
requests to update personal details, check holiday entitlement or re-
issue copies of payslips, can add hours to your workload. You can cut
hours off the time spent doing administration every month. You’ll
also save on printing and posting payslips. The solution is simple:
Payroll Self Service. This leaves the HR department to keep up to date
with important legislation; run their payroll more efficiently and focus
on their other day to day duties. 

Opera 3’s Payroll Self Service offers improved efficiency
throughout the HR department, with noticeable cost and time
saving benefits making it the perfect solution for many
organisations.

Security for peace of mind
Depending on the permissions assigned to employees, they may be
able to access information such as their Personal Details, Photograph,
Contacts, Education records, Bank Account information, Absence
Details, and Holiday Entitlement. This information can be restricted to
read only, however if they are permitted read/write access various
details can be updated by the employee and posted back to Opera 3
for authorisation by the manager. Integration with Opera 3’s
Notification Services will alert the manager of any pending changes,
they can then choose either to approve or reject those changes. 

Online payslips will be available for the employee to access as soon
as the Payslips routine has been performed. Employees can view
current and previous payslips and print as required; eliminating
postage and print costs, and saving time. Printed payslips can still be
produced for those employees that do not use the Payroll 
Self Service.

Payroll Self Service highlights
• Employees have instant access to their payslips electronically 

and securely
• Employee payslips can be available online or printed 
• Employee permissions can be set to no access, read only or 

read/write
• Default permissions can be assigned to Roles which in turn 

can be linked to employees. This allows for a global 
assignment of permissions

• Subject to permissions, employees can remotely 
access/amend their details including: Personal Details, 
Photograph, Contacts, Education records, Bank Account 
information, Absence Details, and Holiday Entitlement

• Authorisation routine allows a manager to approve pending 
updates to employee details. Integration with Opera 3 
Notification Services alerts a manager to pending requests 
awaiting authorisation

• Batch creation of users for rapid deployment
• Automatic generation and distribution of user passwords 

upon initial set up; which can easily be reset
• Payroll Self Service accounts are linked back to their 

employee record within Opera 3
• Managers can be assigned the Departments that they are 

responsible for
• Full Audit Log of changes accepted from Payroll Self Service
• Customise the look and feel of the Pegasus Web Xchange 

with your company logo

Pegasus Web Xchange - Payroll Self Service
Empower employees and reduce HR costs
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Running some tasks during normal working hours can interrupt
other essential daily processing tasks in Opera 3 and reduce data
processing time. This can disrupt the day-to-day running of your
business and cost you time and money. Using the Scheduler you
can plan and process the tasks outside of your normal working day
and be confident that your staff can carry out their normal day to
day processing tasks without interruption. 

Integration between the Scheduler and Notification Services allows
users to schedule a message, shutdown or lockout at the same time
as creating the Task. This means the service will be set up at the same
time the task is scheduled. This significantly reduces the time it would
take to set them up individually. Message Only keeps employees
informed with planned tasks in Opera 3, while Shutdown and
Lockout Only ensure that exclusive processes and essential
maintenance can still take place even if a user has not logged out 
of Opera 3.

There are a number of tasks that you can schedule, including routine
daily tasks.  These tasks need exclusive access to your data, meaning
that all your users must log out of Opera 3 before they can be run.
You can schedule tasks for these processes: 

• Backing up your Opera 3 data 

• Running Update Data Structures to update your data 

• Tidying the system files in Opera 3 to remove report layout, user 
and company profile records that have been marked for deletion, 
to clear temporary files, to clear event logs, and to tidy VAT files 
and exchange rates 

• Running the Period End in the Nominal, Sales or Purchase Ledgers 

• Rebuilding the periods in the Nominal Ledger 

• Rebuilding the transaction history in the Nominal Ledger 

• Scheduled repeat invoicing

Chain Task 
Tasks can be chained together and run in sequence. For example, users
may want to create a Chain task that first runs the Data Backup task; once
that is completed, Update Data Structures can be executed, and then the
Nominal Ledger Period End Task. 

All three tasks will be performed one after the other. Previously, users had
to estimate the duration of each individual Task in order to set the start
time for the next Task.  

Notification Services
Messaging
The Messaging service helps businesses to communicate effectively,
keeping employees informed with planned activities in Opera 3, such as
a system backup, and other events. It allows users to create and send
messages to users/groups of users through the Opera 3 interface. Users
can define a title, date and time and sending frequency for each
message.

Shutdown service
The Shutdown service is adaptable, and helps manage a busy multi-user
environment by providing flexibility. Exclusive processes and essential
maintenance can still take place even if users have not logged out. A
lockout period can also be set, so that the task can be completed before
users can log back in. The 'Shutdown' facility in the Scheduling menu
allows an automatic shutdown to be enforced on all Opera 3 sessions.
Users can receive up to three warning messages before the shutdown is
executed, depending on System Preferences settings ensuring Opera 3
users are well aware that a Shutdown is scheduled. 

The ‘lock out’ only option allows some Opera 3 users to remain logged in
whilst other users are logged out. For example, if a member of the
finance team needs to perform a Nominal Ledger Period End, or the
Payroll administrator needs to perform an Update, they can remain
logged into Opera 3 to run these processes, while other members of the
finance or payroll teams can be locked out until these processes are
complete. Other teams may be completely unaffected such as the CRM
team could continue to process as normal, completely unaffected by the
lock out.

The Scheduler and Notification Services come as standard 
with Opera 3.

Scheduler and Notification Services
Running key tasks outside office hours
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Stocktake improves accountability and stock management,
helping businesses to accurately maintain stock levels
automatically and posts adjustments. By identifying any
movements not accounted for by normal processing, Stocktake
helps to pinpoint the rate of loss and the cost implications, which
can help the profitability of a business. 

With Stocktake, stock information can be extracted from Opera 3
Stock Control, divided and allocated to sheets for the relevant
personnel to perform manual counts. On completion, management
can run a cross-check, make corrections and post adjustments back
into Opera 3 to automatically update stock levels.

Stocktake Profiles
Stocktake Profiles allow users to define attributes to determine how
stock items should be processed using the Stocktake application. For
example stock items are counted the relevant number of times and
that stock counts outside the acceptable limit are flagged up for
attention, which cannot be posted until they are resolved.

You can assign a default Stocktake Profile to be automatically
allocated to all current Stock Profiles when Update Data Structures is
performed. Users can also assign a different Stocktake Profile to
individual stock items per item, per warehouse which specify
common attributes to determine how stock items are processed
when using Stocktake. 

You can specify acceptable tolerance percentages, (where actual
quantities that are found during a stock take are different to the
quantities in Opera 3), how often each item should be counted, how
many times an item should be checked during a stock take or should
never be counted in a stock check.

Filtering items in a Stocktake
The filtering on the Stocktake Items form allows you to quickly select
stock items based on a number of status codes such as Outstanding,
Pending, etc. Since each status is highlighted in a different colour it is
easier for you to identify and target stock items with the required
status. This makes the filter list much more flexible and useful. 

Move stock that is currently in a Stocktake
A stock item can be issued to customers or receipted into stock
whilst being counted via Stocktake. This means that other areas of
the business can continue to use the Stock Control application
without impacting the count currently in progress, making the
Stocktake application flexible. Stocktake users are given the 'Adjusted'
value, which is calculated automatically by the system, and have the
flexibility to choose which quantity should be posted back into
Opera 3.

Filtering items by bin locations
This enables users that utilise bin locations to split up and plan their
stocktakes based on bin locations, allowing for logical counts to be
undertaken more effectively. Users have the flexibility to select items
for a stocktake based on their warehouse, stock categories, stock
reference, and their bin locations.

Controlling adjustment costs
This gives users the flexibility to choose between Last Cost price,
Standard or Average Cost to calculate adjustment costs from
Stocktake to Opera 3. Being able to choose the item’s Last Cost price
enables more accurate reporting and analysis. 
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Stocktake
Keeping accurate stock levels

“By providing access to the goldmine of information
held on our systems, Opera 3 is helping our teams
work more effectively. For example, we are now
better placed to manage debtors, suppliers and
stock control levels, and can update customers on
their orders more accurately... empowering us to
make more sound business decisions to drive the
business forward.” 

Guy Atkins, Managing Director - Jo Bird

The Create Stocktake form



Open Period Accounting is an optional feature that allows you to
control whether your Nominal Ledger periods are open, blocked
or closed for new postings. Accounting periods can be kept open
as long as necessary but are normally closed once management
accounts have been presented for the financial year. 

If Open Period Accounting is used, each transaction that is posted to
the Nominal Ledger has a Nominal Ledger posting date, which
determines the accounting period that it is posted to and the period
name that is displayed at the time of posting. The period that is
posted to can be the current Nominal Ledger period, a previous
Nominal Ledger period, or a future Nominal Ledger period as long as
the period is open. You also do not need to change the application's
system date because the Nominal Ledger transaction date
determines which period is updated. Open Period Accounting works
with both the Real Time Update method and the batch transfer
method of updating the Nominal Ledger. An option on the Company
Profiles form controls whether Open Period Accounting is used.

Features:
• Create financial calendars for the previous year, the current year 

and for 3 future years

• Post to the Nominal Ledger without needing to change the 
application's system date to be in the current Nominal Ledger 
period

• Post to future and previous Nominal Ledger periods in the Nominal
Ledger and from the Sales Ledger, Invoicing, Sales Order 
Processing, Purchase Ledger, Stock Control, Cashbook, Fixed Assets
and Payroll applications

• Identify periods by a description as well as a period number 
and year

• Journals posted to the current or future years from the Nominal 
Ledger can be modified. You can change the account, cost centre, 
project or department for each journal line. You can also reverse a 
complete posting and re-post the journal to any open period in 
the current or future year. If you do not use Open Period 
Accounting you can only modify journals posted to the current 
financial year.

Financial Calendar
Open Period Accounting provides a calendar where you define your
financial years with up to a maximum of 24 periods in each year. You can
define a financial calendar for this year, last year, and three future years.
Each year has a description, a year end date and the required number of
periods. Each period in the financial year has a start date, a period
description that is displayed throughout the application, and an indicator
that controls whether transaction postings are allowed in the period. In
each financial calendar you can choose whether an individual
accounting period is open, closed or blocked for postings. 

If you start your financial year with say 12 periods but need to change it
during the year, you can change the number of periods up to a
maximum of 24 periods. You can change the number of periods for the
current and future financial years. Previous financial years cannot be
changed.

Open Period Accounting
Flexibility to post in the past and future periods

The Financial Calendar form
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You can control if transactions can be posted into:

• The previous financial year (from the Nominal Ledger only)

• The current financial year

• Up to three future financial years 

Periods can be set to 'Open', 'Closed' or 'Blocked' for each of these
applications:

• Nominal Ledger (and Cashbook)

• Sales Ledger (and Invoicing/Sales Order Processing)

• Purchase Ledger (and Purchase Order Processing)

• Fixed Assets

• Stock Control (and Bill of Materials)

• Payroll

Reporting
Sales Ledger Invoices & Credit Notes Report
The Sales Ledger Invoices & Credit Notes report includes new 'NL
Posting Period' selection criteria. This allows the user to view the
report based on the Nominal Ledger posting dates, rather than the
transaction dates. This new 'NL Posting Period' option can only be
selected if Open Period Accounting is in use. The user can specify the
Nominal Ledger year, period and posting date for the transactions
they wish to view.

Sales Ledger Receipts & Adjustments Report
Companies using Open Period Accounting can now simplify the
reconciliation process between Sales Ledger postings and the
Associated Debtors Control Account within the Nominal Ledger.

Purchase Ledger Payments & Adjustments Report
This report includes new 'NL Posting Period' selection criteria. This
allows the user to view the report based on the Nominal Ledger
posting dates, rather than the transaction dates. This new 'NL Posting
Period' option can only be selected if Open Period Accounting is in
use and it allows the user to specify the Nominal Ledger Year, Period
and Posting Date, for the transactions they wish to view. Companies
using Open Period Accounting can now simplify the reconciliation
process between Purchase Ledger postings and the Associated
Creditors Control Account within the Nominal Ledger.

Purchase Ledger Invoices & Credit Notes Report
This report includes new 'NL Posting Period' selection criteria. This
allows the user to view the report based on the Nominal Ledger
posting dates, rather than the transaction dates. This new 'NL Posting
Period' option can only be selected if Open Period Accounting is in
use and allows the user to specify the Nominal Ledger Year, Period
and Posting Date for the transactions they wish to view.

Purchase Invoice Register (PIR) - Use PIR transaction date to
update Nominal
A 'Use PIR Tran. Date for N/L' tick box has been added to the Purchase
Ledger – Set Options form. If Open Period Accounting is in use, this
new option allows the user to control whether the ‘Post’ command in
the Purchase Invoice Register uses the transaction date, rather than
the Nominal Ledger Posting Date, for all transactions that have been
marked for posting, to update the relevant Nominal Ledger period. 
If the period is blocked or closed, the user will have the opportunity
to post the transaction using the Nominal Posting Date specified in
the Purchase Invoice Register.

If this option is not ticked, the Nominal Ledger Posting Date will be
used to update the Nominal Ledger for transactions in either the
current or an earlier Nominal Ledger period. If a transaction falls into
a future Nominal Ledger period, it will always be transferred using its
transaction date, regardless of whether this option is on or off. If the
Nominal Period is marked as Blocked or Closed within Nominal –
Utilities – Financial Calendar, then the transaction will not be
transferred to the Nominal Ledger. To allow the Nominal transfer to
occur, the relevant Nominal Ledger period will need to be marked 
as Open.
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“We were impressed with the greater flexibility and
versatility offered by Opera 3 through features such
as open period accounting and error correction
journal entries.”

Nick Gentry, Finance Director, Tate Bros Ltd.



Landed costs are the additional costs incurred in getting imported
goods you purchase from your suppliers to your premises. Landed
Costs in Supply Chain Management helps improve costing and
accountability when purchasing stock, particularly from overseas
suppliers. 

The total cost of a landed shipment includes the purchase price of
the goods, but can also include freight costs, insurance, warehousing
and other costs. In some instances, it may include customs duties
and other taxes that may be levied on a shipment. Landed Costs can
be posted to the Nominal Ledger to ensure more accurate Profit &
Loss and Balance Sheet reporting. These costs are also included on
the various stock-related processes such as the Stock Valuation
Report, to provide a more accurate picture of the value of your stock.
Knowing both the purchase price and the landed costs is critical
because the total cost needs to be linked to the sales price so that
you know what your profit margin will be. Landed costs are optional;
if you wish to use landed costs, this option can be activated within
Company Profiles.

An option called Landed Costs on the Company Profiles form
determines whether landed costs are used in Opera 3. This is enabled
only if you use both the Stock Control and Purchase Order Processing
applications.

Landed Cost Groups
Landed Cost Groups are optional but it does make it easier to operate
landed costs if groups are used. Landed Cost Groups allow you to
group together different Landed Costs Types for data selection and
reporting. For example, you might have a number of Landed Cost
Types for different types of Freight, such as road/rail/sea/air. You
could link these Landed Cost Types into one group called "Freight", so
you can report on these landed costs individually or under the
Freight group. It is also possible to assign a Nominal Account Code to
a Landed Cost Group. Landed Cost Types inherit the Nominal
Account from the Landed Cost Group. This means that you do not
need to assign this Nominal Account Code individually to each
Landed Cost Type so creating these items is faster and you are less
likely to make mistakes.

Landed Cost Types
Landed Cost Types are key to the operation of landed costs; they
define the individual landed cost elements that can be assigned to
stock records, which are used to build up the total landed costs for
that item. These codes provide a flexible way of defining the values of
your landed costs. It is possible to leave the default value empty; this
allows the value of the landed cost to be entered when stock is
received, providing even more flexibility in assigning landed cost
values. You can also specify a Nominal Account Code. You only need
to do this if the Nominal Account Code on the Landed Cost Groups
or in the Nominal Ledger Set Options is not correct for this type of
landed cost, providing flexibility in the way these costs are analysed
in the Nominal Ledger.

Landed Costs
For an accurate valuation of your stock costs

Landed Costs Types
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Reporting
Landed Costs Report
This report displays the landed costs recorded when stock receipts
were posted. You can sequence the report in different ways including
by Landed Cost Type and Landed Cost Group. This report can be
used to help with the reconciliation of expected landed costs with
actual landed costs charged. After establishing the variances
between expected and actual costs, you can work out any loss or
gain and post a journal to the Nominal Ledger as necessary. You can
also use this report to monitor the recorded landed cost values or
percentages on the Landed Cost Types you have set up and make
amendments if necessary.

Landed Costs Settings Report
The Landed Costs Settings report displays information about stock
items with Landed Cost Types assigned to them. It displays the
Landed Costs Types for each stock item, their default value,
calculation method and whether it is included in the aggregated cost
calculation. The Landed Costs Types are grouped by Landed Costs
Group if they are used.

Stock Valuation and Historical Stock Valuation Reports
These reports can include both the landed costs and purchase price
in the cost price figures. These also display the sales price and the
calculated profit margin. Since the cost price can include landed
costs, this report gives a much more accurate calculation of your
potential profit margins if the goods were sold at their specified sales
price. These reports can also be run excluding landed costs if
required.

Issues Report
The Issues Report can include both the landed costs and purchase
price in the cost price figure. It also displays the actual sales price,
actual profit value and profit margin on the sale, reflecting your profit
more accurately. This report can also be run excluding landed costs if
required. 

Record Sheets and GRN Reports
These include both the landed costs and purchase price, helping you
identify stock items that are subject to landed costs. The GRN Report
also includes the Shipping Reference entered when the goods were
received.

Landed Costs Prices
The landed cost value for a stock item (either standard or average
based on the stock profile in use) and the last receipt cost are
displayed on the Stock Processing form. It is also displayed on the
Warehouse form if warehouse prices are in use. This allows you to
immediately see the expected landed costs and the landed cost price
from the last receipt into stock. The unit cost for the stock item is also
displayed, giving you all the costing information you need for a stock
item. These figures are used in a number of areas such as stock
receipts in Stock Control and Purchase Order Processing, and on sales
and orders and invoices in SOP/Invoicing. This provides a more
accurate view of costs and margins when using these stock items
because it includes both the unit prices and the landed cost prices to
give a true total cost.

www.pegasus.co.uk

"The new functionality in Opera 3 means that we
can perform our month-end much faster, and
because stock management is integrated with our
accounting processes, we have 100% visibility of
inventory, production and delivery schedules." 

Paul Birnie, Financial Director, Wensleydale Dairies



HMRC has phased out paper VAT returns. Most companies have to
submit their VAT returns online and pay any VAT due electronically. 

Opera 3 works with the Online Filing Manager so that you can file
your VAT return online using the Government Gateway, an internet
portal that provides businesses with a convenient way to access
Online Services provided by a range of Government departments.
Opera 3 and the Online Filing Manager comply with HMRC
requirements for filing online. 

Transaction values linked to VAT codes that are marked to be
included on the VAT100 return are also included on the VAT Online
form which is accessed from the VAT Processing form in the System
manager. The form displays the values for each box on the VAT100
return, calculated by Opera 3 from the sales and supply transactions
posted in the application. You can amend the calculated values if
required. The boxes are disabled after a successful submission has
been made to the Government Gateway so you will not be able to
change the values in the boxes. If a submission was failed by the
Government Gateway you can amend the boxes before submitting
the VAT return again. 

A note is displayed in the Government Gateway Response box which
confirms whether the submission was successful or not.

There are benefits to submitting your VAT Return online:

• Speed - going through the online registration and enrolment 
process takes just a few minutes

• Security - all transmissions are secure because they are encrypted 
to the highest commercial standards and you use a unique User 
ID and password

• Convenience - the service is available all the time

• Accuracy - there are checks to help reduce errors so there is less 
chance of having your return sent back to you for correction 
or clarification

• Reliability - you will get an acknowledgment from HMRC 
including a unique submission receipt reference number

VAT100 Online Filing
File your VAT return online

The Opera 3 VAT 100 Online form

"Previously we would have extracted the data
manually from Opera 3 and input the data onto the
HMRC website. VAT 100 now allows us to carry out
the procedure online and cuts out any potential
errors that may arise in the transferring of data."

Mark Hatchley, Finance Manager, Seawhite of Brighton  
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Since the first release of Opera 3, we’ve added lots of exciting new
features to provide you with software that works hardest for your
business. As an Opera 3 customer, you’ll also benefit from all these: 

Improved user assistance
Opera 3 Help has been restructured and significantly improved. It
now includes a What’s New section and How To section.

Enhanced user interface
You’ll find navigating around Opera 3 easy with the improved user
interface delivering a fresh, modern look and feel, and a ribbon bar
with meaningful icons to help make navigation easier.

New report engine
In Opera 3 you can run multiple reports at the same time and reports
can remain open whilst you navigate to other screens. The new
search facility creates a list of bookmarks that link to the relevant
results of your search so you can find what you’re looking for quickly
and easily. 

Service & Helpdesk Management features:
Batch Generate Prevent Maintenance Calls
You can create batches of Preventative Maintenance calls due for
equipment items saving valuable time. Choose how they operate,
whether to use contracts which include Preventative Maintenance
visits, or whether to simply maintain and service equipment items.

Summary Scheduler
The Summary Scheduler in Helpdesk Management provides the
perfect solution for scheduling, rescheduling and viewing calls in
bulk quickly, rather than from the individual calls. A summary view of
all resources can be displayed for the chosen month. Flexible filtering
allows for more accurate planning. For example: Installation Calls
only, for Engineers that work out-of-hours, or calls that are allocated
to a specific department. 

Historical Stock Valuation Reporting
A Historical Stock Valuation report has been added to Stock Control
which shows the value of stock items as at a date in the past. If this
functionality is turned on, Opera 3 records the valuation of each stock
record from that date. You can then produce the report in product,
warehouse and category sequence. The report includes information
about the in-stock quantity, cost price, selling price and value.
Options for the report determine whether negative or zero quantity
stocks are included. Stock items that have been issued for a works
order in the Bill of Materials application, and landed costs can also be
included on the report.

Document Management Desktop
Document Management Desktop brings the benefits of Document
Management to everyone in the office directly from their desktop,
independent of Opera 3. This application allows instant retrieval and
utilisation of documents stored within the Document Management
database, and also enables electronic capture. Document
Management Desktop users do not affect the Opera 3 user count
and is available at a fraction of the price.

And yet more features
Other features added to Opera 3 to enhance your experience include:
new chart controls; modeless reporting; improved form
functions through enhanced graphical representation, mouse
wheel navigation and double click processing; and 
password expiry.

www.pegasus.co.uk

More features to improve your business

Summary Scheduler in Helpdesk Management

"Getting Opera 3 was a good business decision and
I'm really looking forward to seeing how we can
utilise it to benefit other areas of the business."

Chris Barfe, Managing Director, Ibonhart



You could see taking the next step to Opera 3 as investing in the
future. At Pegasus, we understand how important it is to have a
system that will grow with your business and we’re continually
optimising Opera 3 to make sure it does just that. 

Taking the next step to Opera 3 couldn’t be easier
Your Pegasus Partner will ensure you have a smooth transition to
Opera 3 with minimal disruption to your business. Plus, there’s little
training required which means you’ll be seeing the benefits in 
no time.

"We’ve moved from Opera II to Opera 3 with 25
users across the company. We’re seeing the benefits
in three particular areas: open period accounting,
reporting improvements and the scheduling of tasks
– saving us time and money."

Shaun Tobin, MD, Seawhite of Brighton 

It’s all about choice
Opera 3 Subscription makes it easier for you to move to Opera 3.
Spread the cost into affordable monthly payments over 1 to 5 years
and see a quick return on investment. As an Opera II customer, you
can upgrade from only £31.50 per user, per month*. What’s more,
your annual maintenance contract is included for added peace 
of mind. 
*based on 5 users, 5 applications and up to 5 companies over 3 years

Opera 3 Info Centre
Opera 3 users have access to the Opera 3 Info Centre, a website
dedicated to giving you all the resources to make the most of your
software investment. It is frequently updated to include everything
you need to know about Opera 3. Keep up-to-date on the latest
legislative changes and find out what’s coming up in future releases.
Watch product videos and download the latest release guides and
brochures to learn about the other Opera 3 applications that could
benefit your business. Plus, view the latest special offers and get
information on stationary you can use with your Opera 3 solution.
What’s more, the Info Centre can be left open on the Opera 3
desktop whilst you are using Opera 3 so it’s never far away.

Why should you move?

"Opera 3 has given us the ability to take full control
of all aspects of our company, helping us move
forward and grow at the same time."

Joey Barfe, Operations Director, Ibonhart 

Opera 3 Info Centre
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Contact your Pegasus Partner about exclusive prices when you
upgrade to Opera 3. Visit www.pegasus.co.uk/offers

Take a look at the new features at www.pegasus.co.uk/demos

Watch our video case studies to see how Opera 3 customers are
benefiting at www.pegasus.co.uk/videos

www.pegasus.co.uk

"With Opera 3 we were an early adopter and we've
already had a great return on investment. It's
benefited our company in many ways financially,
but also freeing up the company generally."

Guy Atkins, Managing Director, Jo Bird 



Pegasus Software, an InforTM company
Orion House, Orion Way, Kettering
Northamptonshire NN15 6PE
UK

T: 0800 919 704
T: +44 (0)1536 495000
F: +44 (0)1536 495001
E: info@pegasus.co.uk

www.pegasus.co.uk
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